Understanding periodic electronic modulations imaged by an STM in a high temperature cuprate superconductor
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High temperature cuprate superconductors (HTS) exhibit numerous electronic phases upon tuning the hole doping of their CuO$_2$ planes. Among them, a set of periodic charge modulations have been observed in the vicinity of the superconducting dome, raising questions about their origin and competition or cooperation with superconductivity. The existence of these orders and their intimate nature is strongly doping dependent.

We will discuss our recent STM/STS investigations on Bi$_2$Sr$_2$Ca$_1$Cu$_2$O$_{8+\delta}$ single crystals. While electronic orders in HTSs have been extensively studied using spectroscopic imaging, we focus on their identification in very low bias topographic imaging [1]. In particular, we show that the well-known $4a_0 \times 4a_0$ and $(4/3) a_0 \times (4/3) a_0$ modulations ($a_0$: crystallographic unit cell) in highly underdoped ($T_c \approx 52$ K) samples are absent in highly overdoped compounds ($T_c \approx 52$ K). We compare these topography measurements with spectroscopy maps to exclude possible artifacts and disentangle static charge orders from dispersive quasi-particle interference [2, 3].